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Dr. James' Tackach,
secretary of the now defunct
faculty senate and school of
humanities faculty 'mem-
ber, said, "It is not
necessarily strange, but
there is nothing in the Plan
for the 90s that suggests that
the admissions office would
be revamped. That they
~ould do s~ without
including it in the plan
adds to my suspicions that it
is away to get Mr. Dunfey to
look for a new job."
Tackach added that he had
not spoken to Dunfey about
. the matter.
According to Forbes,
although the enrollment
numbers have increased
under Dunfey's direction
from 1850 (full-time day
students) in 1986 to 2100 this
year, the number of
applications was down this
year from 3556 in 1989 to
See Dunfey, Page 2
position..
"In my OpInIOn Mr.
Dunfey is being pushed out
because of a dispute with the
president over a quality
versus' quantity issue," Dr.
Mel Topf, former member of
the Enrollment Planning
Committee, College Plan-
ning Committee and
professor of humanities,
said. "The president does
. not have a reputation of
treating well those' who
disagree with him, and Mr.
Dunfey has been known to
do that. In light of that, the
notion that. Dunfey has
gotten a promotion is
absurd. The promotion is a
real one, bu~ only as a step
in his departure," 'fopf
added.
When asked if he
thought the change of
position for Dunfey was
strange at a time when the
enrollment numbers at
RWC are at record highs
under Dunfey's direction,
Dunfey appointe'd to new post
Reasons for appointment unclear
By Kary Andrews
Managing Editor
William R. Dunfey,
RWC director of ad-
missions, has been appoint-
ed to assistant to the vice
president for academic
affairs for enrollment
pl.anning.
The appointment,
announced in August,
according to Malcolm
Forbes, vice president for
academic affairs, was
made to take advantage of
Dunfey's talents in other
areas, such as student.
retention.
However, some
faculty. see the appointment
as an attempt to force
Dunfey out because of
differences between him
and President Natale
Sicuro leaving some to
question the implications of
the appointment. Dunfey
. declined to comment on any
matter relating to his new
Photo by Erica Lariviere
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Faculty Members Assume Roles As Deans
. .
B, v...., .S..ff Wrlte~.
The lis faculty members
bepn their new politions as
academic deanl this July.
In the followina interviews
they ezpreued their feel-
inrl toward their new
poaitionl and their planl,for
thetutun.
Mark Gould i. the leienee
and mathematici dean who
came to awc in 1873 as a
faculty member in biology
and marine bioi...,.
nean Gould ha. "pre-
sented the Icience and
mathematici departmentl
in and out of the IChool as
well as doing his own
research, like lurveying the
amount of fresh water
throughout the state.
Gould believel the future
looks good for under-
graduate majora in
mathematics and Icience.
"Mathematici il the
universal language for the
science," said Gould who is
anxiously awaiting the
marine biology center on-
the-water project which il
underway.
John Stout, a 23 year RWC
veteran, is both dean of
'continuing education and
dean of social science.
Although the continuing
education department does
its own recruiting, Stout
acts on each application
himself. The evening
progr~m now has 1000
students, and the Open
Program ( External Degree
Program) has 600 students.
Stout has also started a
program ~hich enables
students to get credit for jobs
.or life experiences. "The
future of RWC looks
positive because we've been
able to leam how to build on
our Itrengths. We're in a
phase of maturity as .a
college which will reflect on
our image,. programs and
students."
Marilynn Mair, dean of
the school. of fine and
performing arts, came to.
RWC in 1980 as a part-time
music instructor. As dean,
she is responsible for
problem solving within the
school of fine arts and in the
college structure as it
involves the school of fine
and performing arts.
Mair said, "The school of
fme and performing arts is
an exciting transitional
phase as we develop into a
school with facilities and
programs to fully serve the
creative needs of our
students."
The school of humanities' .
dean is Bob Blackburn who
is in his 23rd year here at
RWC. Dean Blackburn
came to RWC in 1968 as an
instructor in philo~ophy.
In 197-9, he became
division coordinator which
enabled him to become a
full-time faculty member,
teaching 75 percent of the
time, and spending the other
25 percent on admir:tistra-
tive work.
Now, as dean, his role has
changed to mostly admin-
istrative work. However,
there is nothing more
enjoyable to Blackburn
than ·teaching.
Blackburn expressed en-
couragementover RWC's
progress. ~'RWC was a
great place for teaching 22
years ago, and for different
reasons, it's still a great
See Deans; Page 12
Library Construction Progresses quickly'
Projected completion date of the new Iibrary~ is
Jan. '91.
catalog."
There will also be an
expanded curriculum
center for the ~ducation
students and seven group
study rooms, including one
late-night study room. This
late-night, unsupervised
study room is what DiPrete
is most concerned about.
Said DiPrete, ''Weare
very enthusiastic to give
students this opportunity,
and we hope that they take
the responsibility to treat it
well- as toeir place."
See Library, Page 2
With the help of
professional movers, the-
library move will take eight
working days to complete.
"And although it takes time
to get settled, we will be
ready to go by the start of
school (second semester),"
s h e-' s aid.
Along with a steady
increase of volumes, there
will be a number of new
services and amenities
available in the new
library. Said DiPrete,
"The new library will be
fully automated with an on-
line catalog. No more card
By Aimee Godbout,
Copy Editor
The new library con-
struction certainly pro-
gressed since we left for
break.
Except for the tower, the
outside work is finished,
and the interior
construction has begun,
said Carol DiPrete, dean of
academic services.
According to DiPrete, they
are, "moving right along,"
and are scheduled to fuiish
in December of this year,
"on time."
253-6660
freshmen and other
students without cars.
The idea of an on-campus
ATM has been circulating
in recent years, and with its
long-awaited .arrival came
a ribbon-cutting ceremony
to kick it off. Among those
in attendance were
President Sicuro, Herb L.·
Miller, president of
Eastland Bank, Bill
O'Connell, director of
student and auxilliary
activities, Bill Mecca,
president of the senior class,
and Justin Reyher,
president of the student
senate.
With the adven
ATM, students will be able
to use a Yankee24, CIRRUS,
Cashstream, Discover,
MasterCard or American
Express card to obtain
quick, convenient cash
virtually around the clock
and close to home.
However, if you're not
using an Eastland Bank
card, you will he charged
$.75 for each withdrawal,
and an additional $.75 to
check your account balance.
Beware! Those additional
fees can really add up.
30 day
layaway
plan
561 Hope Street
Bristol R.I. 02809
open hours 10-5 m-sat.
Line of~Sweaters
Fashions, Formal Dresses, Unique
Jewelry Selection, Hats and Accesso-
nes.
,-------------------,
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Michelle Pare takes advantage of the convenient·
Cash To Go ATM.
Students Benefit
From New ATM
By Aimee Godbout,
Copy Editor
How many Friday nights
have you piled into a car
with your friends looking
forward to dinner, a movie,
or dancing and then
realized that you spent your
last $5 on lunch at the snack
bar?
Now what? You're
heading out with your
friends with nothing but a
wallet full of lint. Fear sets
in as you review your
options. You could: scrape
up all the quarters you've
put aside for laundry
money, beg your pals for a
loan, or stay behind, watch
reruns of Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous and curse
yourself for not havil1g
bought a lottery ticket
instead of a burger and
fries.
But wait! You can get
"Cash to go" by using the
new automatic teller
machine (ATM) in the
Union. Relief. Your night
is saved!
Perhaps you've never
pxperienced this scenario,
,but cash flow has always
been a problem for college
students, especially for
olo by Erica Lariviere .
Library, From Page 1
This room will contain two
TV/video cameras connect-
ed to the guard shack, "in
case something happens or
someone gets sick."· said'
DiPrete. :
In the new library, all the
periodicals will be together,
and everything will be
logically organized and
easy to find, DePrete said.
But perhaps the most
exciting aspect of the new
library is that it will be fully
air-conditioned! DiPrete
said, "This is just one of the
ways in which the new
library will have a nicer
atmosphere and a more
comfortable atmosphere to
work in."
"Last year, circulation
increased 35%. This is an
indicator that more students
are using the library, and
it's only fair that they have
a nice place· to go," said
DiPrete.
Architecture students, in
particular, might' be
interested to know that the
architecture library will
remain in the architecture
building.
receive a free med. soit drink with
the purchase of any large sand-
wich or salad entree.
ASK ABOUT OUR COLLEGE 1.0. PROGRAM
William . unrey,
RWC Director of
Admissions
Dunfey, From Page 1
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. vroud of," Dunfey said.
Topf sees Dunfey's
promotion as fitting a
par~icular' arrangement
organizations make when
. trying to push a person out.
"In organizations a
common arrangement to
.make with people who are
going to get pushed out is to
balance it with an award,
like a promotion. This
situation fits that pattern,"
Topf said.
Asked if Dunfey has
expressed any concern over
his new position, Forbes
said, "I don't think he feels
he'll be able 'to do anything
with it until a new person
"The number of comes on board, so at this
applications makes a point it is just a title."
difference but so does When Forbes was
quality. I think Dunfey's confronted with rumors that
new position will make a this position was created in
difference because with order to avoid the
another person in ad- controversy that would have
missions and Dunfey in resulted from a direct
retention we'll address the dismissal of Dunfey, he
issues necessary to attack replied, "I would say to
our enrollment," Forbes them, 'Why are you
s~id. dreaming up these rumors?'
Keeping up with If this were true why wouldenr~llm'eht is 'pre~imUy a
" .' 'we· make an appointment
riation'-wide 'problem, like this instead of just
according to Dunfey. asking him to leave? I
"In Northeast high think a lot of people are
schools there has been a
steady decline in graduate!" looking for machinations of
affecting every type of the administration."
institution," Dunfey said. Tackach said, "He
Although this is the case, (Dunfey) is the best
under Dunfey's direction administrator the school
3' t has::-:I think my colleagues
, 'there has Deen a'l percen would agree that the quality
increase in full-time day
students enrolled at RWC of the students in the last
five years has increased
over the past four years. substantially. I think Mr.
"I don't think there
is another coliege in New Dunfey and his st'aff are
England that has had that primarily responsible for
kind of steady growth both that. I think he is a real
. d professional, and it would
.': qualitative~y. . an. be a'great loss ifhe left. the.
'., ... quantitatively ~1)l1S IS."
. s<lmething that the people in college."
TT.j' office can be really See Dunfey, Page 12
-----Noteworthy--.-------
Parking issue still
student's registration in-
formation?" Perkins said.
In hopes of creating a new
system in the years to come,
Shaw said, "I may be able to
work with the Parking
Co~mitte,e, in ,conjunction
witq tl)e Student Life Office
est8~lishipg ~hEi :'re'siijence
of 'the student (resident V!'l.
See Parking, Page 12
Just one of the many endless lines students
'faced upon return to RWC.
a
the student returns the
registration and policy
contract, it's assuring the
upperclassmen that no one
ineligible intrudes on their
parking privilege, Shaw
said. "It's a fair process."
He said, "It takes time to
receive the proper in-
formation on each student."
Shaw an~ the security
department can't mail back
the stickers because,
"We've had many and park his car at North
adjustments in the Student Campus for 'the first week
Life Office. Some students until things settled down.
have changed their campus . "I think the whole thing is a
address or decided not to little silly. They go ahead
take a car on campus, and mail us the
therefore their status has' information to expedite the
changed."·' '. . :" process, and we_still end up
Aaron Perkins, a fifth 'waiting in'line.· .Why can't
year architecture student, they start a new system and
decided to beat the system attach the sticker to ea·ch
"I~ we paid our money for the parking
sticker, why can't security take the
time to mail it back to us?"--Paul
Fanizzi, Junior
safety. The letter requested
the upperclassmen planning
to park· on campus fill out a '
vehicle registration card,
policy contract and include
$5 (the fee to park on
campus). However, this did
not terminate the
aggravation of waiting in
line. "We mailed' out the
information to expedite the
process," Shaw said. "If we
didn't do that the lines would
be much longer."
"I waited in line for an
hour and fifteen minutes,"
Paul Fanizzi, a junior,
said. "If we paid our money
for the parking sticker, why
can't security take the time
. to mail it back to us?"
Shaw described, the
mailing procedure as a
"clearing process". When
By Dolores DelPadre,
Features Editor
Who would ever imagine
that the first few days of
school would be spent
waiting in one endless line
after the other? Not me.
However, if you need to
register, get mail box keys,
pay your balance or receive
your confirmation slip, don't
plan on doing anything for
the next four or five hours.
There was one particular
line that looked like it would
never end. You know which
one I'm talking about, right
outside the guard shack.
Yeah, that's the one, the
dreaded parking sticker
line.
Many of the upper-
classmen thought the
security department would
have eliminated the line this
school year, due to the letter
students received in mid
August by Edward T. Shaw,
director of security and
Getting ready for the "real world" Peterson to retire .I
The beginning of this year
gave a new meaning to the
term contradiction. ,
Was it going to be'ay,ear'to
strive for a 4.0 and finish 0
working as hard as I started
or to kick back and reward
myself' for constant
diligence and hard work.
The first few days of classes
provided more than a few
examples of what kind 0
time would be required pretty
much preventing me from
becoming a regular at
Gillary's.
The first Biology class 0
the year was a laugh. It was
filled with .seniors who
somehow hoped the require-
:in'ent might have vanished
siBc'e ~e were freshmen.
_. And freshmen "are probably
the ones who bars were
originally intended for,
since hours of reading
(already) will do a fine job 0
keeping a safe majority 0
upperclassmen from
frequenting them, at least on
weeknights. -
There is the feeling 0
confidence as seniors walk
around campus knowing
where they are going and no
longer intimidated by the
cafeteria or from answerin
in class.
But, it's a strange feeling to
be beginning the end.
. '.
• •
It .' .. •• ' ..: .' • :. ; '.' ' .. By' ·Susan· I Cicchino;·:
I know students who go to school and work· Starr Writer ....
at night or on weekends which kind of kills . . ,
the .all you kids do is party' theory popular Roger WIlhams College s
at holiday family gatherings.It B~rsar, Ra~.ond Peterson,
WIll be retlnng after ten
years on our campus. As .
soon as a replacement is
found, said Peterson, he
will be notified as' to when _
his retirement' becomes -
effective. '
Peterson, whose job deals
with all aspects of students'
accounts, said his plans for
the future are "indefinite".
He does, however, plan to
stay active in the business
world, he said.
Peterson, who is of
retirement age, said his
decision to retire' was made
relatively suddenly. He Raymond Peterson,
also said that he will miss Bursar
all of the people, both the with his wife of 40 years,
students and personnel. Nancy Cameron Peterson.
Peterson said he has become Peterson, who graduated
familiar with just about from Bryant college with a
everyone on campus, from degree in Accounting and
the president to the physical' ,was a pilotJbomber during
plant people. - World War II, said he
Before working at RWC', found his job as Bursar both
Peterson said, he spent 30 "challenging and en- .
years as a financial officer joyable".
for the Allendale Insurance He also said that he was
Company in Johnston, R. I. "fortunate" that the students
Peterson, born and raised have been 80 cooperative.
in Rhode Island, said he
plans to stay in the vicinity
around we may actually be
doing something remotely
related to what our degree
says we can do.
Many times I think this
"real world" will be easier,
and having had a taste of it, I
know it is.
Of course you have worries
and concerns, but usually
they're all job-related. In
this "real world" you don't
worry simultaneously about
how you're going to read
enough so that you can
participate in a class
discussion, write a literate
paper on something you don't
know too much about alid
wonder how in the world
you're going to study for ,a
test in a subject that may. as
well be Greek.
But that's not all. Then you
try to act on the well-
intentioned advice of your
high school. guidance
counselor who advocated
getting involved in your
college.
I thought senior year was
supposed to be easy. I wasn't
supposed to be spending......
extended blocks of time with
my nose glued to a history
book. I was supposed to be
frequenting bars and flaurit-
ing my new senior legal
status, All the seniors I
knew last year did. Or so I
thought.
By Michele Bacearella
Contributing Editor
As most of us in the Cla.
of 1991 enter our last year,
we can look back and try to
count all the times we were
told by parents, faculty and
employers that we had it
easy, and just wait 'til we
had to go out into the real
. world.
What I want to know is
where exactly have we been
for the past four yean? I
don't know about the rest of
you, but I think I'm living in
the "real world."
They say we're spoiled and
sympathize sarcastically at
how rough we have it since
we just go to school.
Well I don't know about the
rest of you, but most of the
students I know do just a
little bit more than go to
school.
I know students who go to
school and work at night or
on weekends, which kind of
kills the "all you kids know
how to do is party" theory that
is popular at holiday family
gatherings.
Another one of my favorites
is, in the "real world" you
don't get any summer
vacation.
I wonder how many of us
spent this past summer holed
up in some island paradise
chugging pina coladas.
An informal poll found us
lazy college kids slaving
behind 90 degree grills on the
Cape, or trying to get a foot in
the door in a profession of our
choice so that· when May rolls
Oh, by the. way
If you have any problems,
questioQs, concerns or
would like to let us know of
an error in publication
please write the editor, Kary
Andrews. We will be
happy to correct any errors
that are brpught to, our
attention.
What is going on in this Pictu.re? If you kno~,
please write to the Editor. Wmmng answers m
the next, edition.
Kary Andrews
Managing Editor
quality of our newspaper..
Please bear with us through
this transitionary period of
experimentation and new
leadership. Thankyou, and
have a great semester.
Letter From
The Editor
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This is it everybody, the
fi!"stMessenger under my
managing editor status. Its
been interesting to say the
very least. I like to joke that
'without my red-line to
Michele I would never have
learned everything I needed
to, in order to get this first
issue out. But all joking
aside, I would like to thank
Michele publically for all
the pointers and support she
has given me for this issue.
I had a lot to' learn, and she
was the perfect person to
teach me.
I would also like to thank
The Messenger staff, and
editors (Aimee, Neil, Erica,
Dolores, and Meghan) for
putting up with my
scatterbrained attitude and
disorganization over this
issue.
I am very excited about my
new position at The
Messenger and would
appreciate any feedback all
of you readers out there can
give me about possible
improvements that we could
make at the newspaper, and
I welcome any criticisms
you might have: I would
like to remind everyone that'"
this' is a newspaper for
students and run by
students. We want to gear
this newspaper to you and
the only way we can do that
is to hear from you about
your concerns, your
interests - and what's going
on out there.
The Messenger is also
pleased to announce the
acquisition of some new
computer equipment that
will allow us to improve
design and hopefully the
Editoral
~
In the last issue of last semester The
Messenger ran a police log y'!hich
included the names of Roger Wllham's
students who were arrested for different
violations. The reports were ac,guired
directly from the 'Bristol Police
Dep-artment.
The response was one of the few
times when students were angry enough
to take a stand.
Not only did we receive plenty of
verbal criticism' ~ mostly from students
,named in the report - but someone was
also angry enough to steal ab~ut 300
copies of the paper, costmg us
approximately $250.
The person disposed of them in the
men's restroom of the classroom building
shortly after they were distributed.
We realize that in publishing the
report for the first time we overlooked
certain concerns such as adopting a
policy of either naming all the students
arrested or none and 01 not following up
the report with the results of the court
appearances which may have eliminated
the charges altogether. .
In our defense we want to say that
we only. published the names w!Jich
appeared m the report from the Bristol
Police Department verbatim. We did not
follow up the police report with district
court results because of a time
constraint (it was our last issue of the
semester) .
We can understand some of the
arguments for not publishing the names
in the police report, such as, the
.possibility- that faculty and friends may
allow their judgements to be clouded by
what they~ve read, therefore allowing
them to preludge a student. We also
realized a police log would attract more
attention on a small college campus,
such as ours, rather than when it
appears· in local pa~ers (which it does).
, However, Tile Messenger reserves its
right to publish the police report intact.
. '_ We are .protected under' the
constitutional r~ghts we are awarded as
citizens of the United States of America.
You make the choice to break a law
and with that choice y-ou relinquish your
anonymity. .
In thiS issue on ,Page 10, we will
resume printing the pohce repor~. ' .
.We welcome your. '. comments m
written form and promise to share any
criticisms or praise of the decision in
the next issue. .
Your response to this will influence
the decision we will make on
establishing specific policy regarding
district court appe'arances anCl publishing
the names of those arrested.' '.
Printing The Police Report:
Our Constitutional Right
CO-ADVISOR ·...............••... T
Opens
Series
Laurel
Alive!
by Gretchen A. Reilly
Starr Writer.
Author Laurel Speer read from
her three latest poetry books
when she visited RWC last
Tuesday to open the 1990-1991
Alive! Arts series.
. Throughout the hour,
sponsored by the RWC Cultural
Affairs Committee, Speer's
poetry elicited occasional
laughter. Speer said she was
particularly pleased to be reading
from "Cold Egg," her latest
book, for the first time.
A poem entitled "Windows and
Snails" was written about her
I grandmother and "I Never Had a
Mother" was inspired by Emily
Dickinson, Speer said.
Speer said her poems came
mostly from real life experiences,
but she said she also looks to
history to find subjects such as
Charles Lindbergh and Ludwig
Beethoven, just two historical
personalities which- turned up in
her poetry.
Speer signed copies of her
books "Second Thought Over
Bourget." "Very Frightened Men"
and "Cold Egg."
Entertainment--
Speer
Arts
, Photo courtesy of P. R.
Poet Laurel Spear debuted her book
"Cold Egg" at RWC last Tuesday.
See Related Health Issues Page 15'
ReviewMovie
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S.ATE
1) Side effects of anabolic steroids for bodybuilding include all of these:
acne,male pattern baldness, liver disease and sArunken testidea.
(,TRUE/FALSE)
2) Alcohol is a sexual stimulant.
( TRUE/FALSE)
3) The active ingredients in marijuana stay in the body tissues for
about 3-5 d~ys after getting high in occasional users.
( TRUE/FALSE)
r 4) Philip Morris, the distributor of Marlboro cigarettes, sold the equiva-
lent of one cigarette for every man, woman and child on earth last year.
( TRUE/FALSE)
5.Natural lambskin condoms offer the same level of protection against
SID's as latex condoms.
( TRUE/FALSE)
GEE-WHIZ HEALTH QUIZ
in the
were
Went
Vassar,
Volleyball opens
with tourney
Rhode Island College and
Eastern Nazarene College.
The tournament was round-
robin with a best out of three
games format. .
The Hawks first opponent
of the day was
Manhattenville. RWC was
slow getting out of the
blocks, 4-12. Manhatten-
ville played well enough the
rest of the game to win, 15-
10. Keeping the pressure on
in the second game,
Manhattenville jumped out
to a 10-5 lead. The Hawks
battled back to tie the score at
12-12. ' However. an-
hattenville scored the last
three points to take the
match.
. RWC's next opponent was
Wentworth. Despite
committing several service
errors, the Hawks won
convincingly 15-1, 15-1.
Vassar, a more formidable
opponent, was next in line.
RWC had trouble gaining
any ... momentum and
continued to commit errors.
Vassar took the first game
15-7. The Hawks held a 7-3
edge in the second game, but
Vassar went on a 12-1 run to
close out the match. I
The fourth match of the
day, against Rhode Island
College, was by far the most
exciting. The Hawks
jumped out to a 7-0 lead,
forcing RIC to call a
timeout. RIC tried to climb
, back into the game, but the
Hawks were playing their
best volleyball of the day.
RWC won the opening game
15-7.
The start of the second
game made the previous
performance look like a
fluke. RIC pulled out -to a
quick 8-1 lead. But the
Hawks regained their
composure, and overtook
RIC 10-9. The roller-coaster
ride was far from over. RIC
captured five of the next six
points, putting the Hawks in
a game point situation, 14-
11. Just when it looked like
the match was headed for a
third and deciding game,
Maureen Gradley register-
SeeVolleyball, Page 7
Sophomore Josh Gorton attempts to hit ball
on RWC's new beach volleyball court.
by Neil Nachbar
Sports Editor
The women's volleyball
team officially opened their
1990 season Saturday, Sept.
15, with their annual RWC
Invitational Tournament.
The Hawks are led by first
year head coach Kevin
Lynch, and first year
assistant coach Mark
Mastin. Lynch, who has
served as the team's
assistant coach the past two
years, becomes the Hawks'
third different head coach
in the past three seasons.
A 1979 graduate of
Springfield College, Lynch
offers a level of guidance
and intensity to 'the
coaching position that was
lacking last year. "Kevin
points out our mistakes and
tells us how to correct them,"
says co-captain Maureen
Gradley.
Mastin, a junior from
Coventry, Rhode Island, is
also the captain of the men's
volleyball team. The 20
year old setter should work
well with Lynch, who has
helped coach the men's
program for the past few
years.
Participating
tournament
Manhattenville,
worth Institute,
Tammy D'Aquila, junior, watches
ball. during a volley.
Track surrounding field
width 8 ft (on average)
1 630 ft. a x. 1/4 mile
FACTS and FIGURES
Cost of the field(with lights) $450,000 • Cost of beach v-ball court $1,500
Area of Field 154,000 sq. ft.(3.5 acres) • Home plate to home plate 475 ft.
Baseball dimensions Softball dimensions
left field 385 ft. left field 460 ft.
right field 340 ft. right field 275 ft.
Ultimate Laundry wants you to ~o to Cancun, Mexico.
Next time you do your laun- ThIs Is no ordll1llry laundry... thIs Is
dry, do it at the Ultimate and
have your Cancun passport
stamped. As you wash your
duds, be one step closer to
yourdream vacation for two
to beautiful, romantic Can-
cun Mexico.'
Soak
!Jnd drip dry
In •
~QnelJn
by Neil Nachbar
Sports Editor
Bleachers seating 200-250
soil that would provide people have been expected.
adequate drainage. However, Ray Cordiero,
Last spring, President 'We wanted the field in equipment and building
Sicuro announced the playing condition two hours manager, claims the
school's Plan for- the 90s after it rains, not two weeks bleachers are the
which included several new later like it used to be," . responsibility of the
buildings and facilities. White said. physical plant. The
The first new addition of Steve Terrian, physical plant disagrees
the decade is an athletic construction project with this, saying the
field, located behind the manager at' the physical responsibility belongs to the
Paolino Recreation Center. plant, drew the plans for the athletic department. In the
The field will serve as the field and headed ~ team that meantime, pull up a patch of
home of the soccer, lacrosse, devised the irrigation grass and enjoy the game.
rugby, baseball and softball system.. Another new attraction to
teams, as well as Drainage pipes were the campus is a beach
intramurals.' Others can placed every 50 feet. Water volleyball court. Located
sign up to reserve time on used to keep the soil moist on between the recreation
the field in the athletic dry days comes from two center and the tennis courts,
office. 5,000 gallon tanks next to it has already become a
Prior to this year, the the recreation center. 'We popular addition to the
baseball team played their decided to use the water school. During some hours,
home games at Bristol High storage tanks instead of the st~dents have been seen
School, and the softball team t'own's water," said waiting their turn to play.
played at Colt State Park. Terrian. Others have been seen
Now the students will have The land8CapiDf'~was done playing well into the night.
the opportunity to hear the by DaPontes Landscaping The volleyball court was
crack of the bat, or rather, Services of Bristol. The originally the idea of Joel
the twang of aluminum, same company is re- Dearing, former RWC
right on campus. The sponsible for the main- athletic. director.
softball team will be capable tenance, a job the school In t ram u r a I be a ch
of playing night games may assume in the future, volleyball will be
thanks to six light towers said White. introduced next week.
surrounding the field. A track measuring a little Anyone can reserve court
The field took a year of more than a quarter of a time in the same manner as
planning ancJ construction. ' mile surrounds the field. the field or the gym.
"We' didn't envision the The track and infields are Other new additions to the
project being this complex ~ade of stone-dust. athletic department include
because of the soil content," Two things have been a portable batting cage and
explained Matt White, noticeably absent from the an exercise bicycle for the
director of the physical field: a scoreboard and exercise room.
plant. bleachers.
RWC took soil samples to A scoreboard will be
Dr. Richard Skogley, head hooked up soon that will be
of turf management at URI. used by all of the teams
Dr: Skogley came up with a using'the field. -
Sports-----~Photob-YNeil Na-Chbar
Pl~n for the 90s brings new
athletic field to RWC
*t ,
overall coaching record of
155-100-62 (.620). Cook was
awarded for his
achievements in 1989 when
he was inducted into the
Rh-ode Island Soccer,
I-_Coaches Association Hall ofFame.Cook is joined by assistant, coach Patrick McGuirl, a
1/1 former goalkeeper at Rhode
Island College. McGuirl
has worked closely with the
RWC goalies who didn't
allow any goals ~uring
regulation of the first four
Sophomore defenseman, games,
Scott Rivoira, dribbles Cook's coaching
ball down field. philosophy includes having
by Colin' Hynes a strong defense, a w.elcome
Sports Writer change from last year's
It took the RWC soccer team which didn't register a
team 17 games last year shut-out until the eighteenth
before" they claimed three' game of the season.
victories. This year the The degree of play at the
Hawks' won three games in .college level has' been a
their first fOlll' tries. One ~~ticeable chang~ from,
reason for the turn around high school in Cook's eyes:
is first year head coach Jim "I can do more with the kids
Cook. because their skills are
The Bristol native brings better," said Cook.. "The
to RWC over 20 years of intensity is much higher."
coaching experience. In' Cook would like to see the
1973 Cook started the varsity team improve offensively.
soccer program .t Tiverton "We:re not creating ~n(·ugh
High' School,' where his scoring 6ppoTtuni e , .5 i
teams won several Rhode Cook. The Hawks have
I s I and S tat e only scored six goals in the
Championships. In 1989 first five games.
Cook moved from Tiverton On Sept. 8, the soccer team
to Bishop Connolly High, opened their season against
School in Fall River, Mass. Curry College on RWC's
The URI graduate has an brand new athletic field.
Aerobics will be held
Monday through Thursday
at 4:00 and 5:00.
Oh, by the way
Volleyball. From Page 6
ed a kill that awoke the fans'
and led RIC to use a timeout.
With the momentum back
on their side, the Hawks
escaped several game
points, and won 17-15.
"As the day progressed the
passing and serving
improved," said Lynch .
"The team played very
well. "
The final match of the
tourny was against Eastern
Nazarene College. ENC
carne into the match
'undefeated, and their
dominance showed as they
shut the Hawks out in the
opening game. RWC didn't
fair much better in the
second game, losing 15-4.
ENC finished 5-0, Vassar
4-1, Manhattenville, RWC,
and RIC were 2-3, and
Wentworth was 0-5.
Gradley was m.med to the
all-tournament team.
and has been a Junior
Olympic National Team
Coach. Kemmy is a mem-
ber of the National Soccer
and Wrestling Coaches
Association.
"I want to" get the word
out on the athletes on a daily
and weekly basis," says
Kemmy. "I plan to circu-
late a weekly news letter
that will include the athlete
of the week and the week's
highlights."
.Kemmy's approach to
sports information is a re-
freshing change. In the
past, most students have
been unaware of the latest
sports news, and many have
complained about the ath-
letic department's lack of
game promotion. Kemmy's
newsletter was successful at
RIC. "Promotion is some-
thing I have no fear of tack-
ling," says Kemmy.
Co-ed beach volleyball
and flag football will be the
first two intramural sports
of the. year. "I would like to
see a broader base participa-
tion in intramural sports,"
says Kemmy. Intramural
sports have been dominated
by males in. the past, but'
Kemmy plans to put more
emphasis on females.
Home, run and free
throw contests are a couple
of examples of actiVities that
Kemmy has planned for
later this year. "I want to
plan as many things for the
students as possible," says
Kemmy.
. . . Sports~~~~/
Kemmy joins RWC · >
athletic department ~o?~~~~D;~am kICks O~~m~:s:~~~nd
half David Carlino scored
on a pass through t;;o
defenders by Colin Hynes.
Strong defense by sweeper
Scott Rivoira and John
Donzella, as well as three
superb saves by goalie
Michael Street, secured the
1-0 victory.
Southeastern Mass. Univ.
carne into town three days
later. After 90 minutes of
regulation, the two teams
were locked in a scoreless
tie, despite several good shot
opportunities by SMU. Five
minutes into the first
overtime,' SMU a~ged an
insurance goal in the
se'cond overtime, giving
SMU the 2-0 win.
On Sept. 13, captain Matt
Carroll led the way against
Framingham State College.
Carroll scored one goal and
assisted 9n two others in the
3-0 shutout. Giovanni
"Mercia .a~d Craig' Rogers
accounted for the other two
goals. Torn Arcari won his
first game in net for the
Hawks.
The Hawks' defenle
. continued to shine in their
next game against Eastern
• I,MtIl....tW'~J....~
. [5: .RWC's lone goal 'came
on a slicing header by
defenseman Scott Rivoira.
The goal was set by a comer
kick from Carroll. The
point was enough ';.0 preserve
See Soccer, Page 10
By Sharon Orser,
Contributing Writer
Ride'rs against
vandalism
It has corne to our attention
that some students at RWC
have a disrespect for
property, even worse,
private property.
This past weekend a
structure used as an obstacle
for horse jumping
competitions was destroyed
on the property belonging to
Ferrycliffe Farm.
We as a team who practice
.and ride out of Ferrycliffe
Farm felt that the general
community of RWC should
be aware of this fact. It
seems every year around
this time something goes
"wrong" at the farm. Last
year it was two blow up bear
bottles that were stolen, and
in the past, other jumps have
been damaged.
Just so everyone is clear on
the facts- the area around
the barn and the fields
associated with it down to
the water is private property.
Those who see fit to trespass
will be prosecuted to the full
extent ofthe law.
by Neil Nachbar
Sports Editor
RWC's athletic depart-
ment has seen some new
faces in recent years: a
full-time trainer, a night
building manager, an as-
sistant athletic director, and
several coaches. .
The newest member of
this administ~ative staff is
David Kemmy. The Bristol
resident replaces Marcus
Jannitto as head of intra-
murals and recreation, and
replaces Cindy McKenzie
as Sports Information
Director.
"I asked (Jannitto) to do
some things in athletics that
he was unwilling to do, so
we both agreed he should
move on," says Athletic
. Director Dwight Datcher.
Others refused to comment
on Jannitto's release.
Kemmy has served as
the Sports Information
Director at Rhode Island
College for the past seven
years. He has also been the
head men's soccer coach at
RIC the past three seasons.
For the past five seasons
Kemmy has coached the
Bristol High School
wrestling team. In that
stint he compiled a 66-23-3
record,. Kemmy has also
been associated with the
sport on a national level.
Since 1986 he's served as
State Chairman for USA
Wrestling in Rhode IslaJ.1d,
, '
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.An artiSt In Cambridge drawiDg Rembnmdt inchalk on a side street.
The Tulip Staircase in the Queen's house in
Greenwich.
Thirty students from RWC travelled to England this
May/June intersession st\1dying comparative le,gal systems;
English culture, as compared to American; and the history
of London. History students spent their mornings in
lectures' and their afternoons touring the locations
described in the academic setting. Evenings were spent at
plays, concerts or sampling local cuisine:
Toby Brown (human) and Benny Hill (wax)
hang-out at Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum.
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Faculty Return From Sabbatical Refreshed
Photos by Erica Lariviere
Dr. Richard Potter Will Ayton Dr. George Ficorilli Dr. Michael Wright
Snack bar receives face-lift
their funds frozen until they
do. The reports would
include' information about
club activities or
fundraisers, Fear said.
Another motion which
would appoint each of the 15
senators to a certain
number of clubs, also passed
unanimously.
Each senatOr will serve as
a mentor, supporter and
liaison to the club in the next
few weeks. Clubs will be
notified as to who their
Senate liaison will be.
Senate office hours will be
Monday to Friday from
noon to 3 pm. Schedules of
which senators will have
which office hours will be
posted prominently around
campus.
Students whose . arking
appeals went unhea'd last
year will have another
opportunity to appeal their
tickets.
See Senate, Page 12
management. Stout trav-
eled to New Jersey,
Maryland and Virginia to
study demonstration pro-
jects in city management
for further research on the
topic. He claimed -that only
a few colleges in the country
offer a city management
course which has been run-
ning at this college for
several years.
Josh Stein, who was un-
available for an interview
was researching the rela-
tionship of the B'tiah
~ goveri1merit~withthe Jews of
England and the Jews in
Europe under Nazi control.
All the instructors ex-
pressed some sign of reju-
venation from thoair sabbati-
.cal, and most wished they
had a longer leave.
tural experience.
Dr. Charles Trimbach,
instructor of psychology,
went on sabbatical the fall
semester of '89, and studied
a method of psychology
libraries and integrated the which he would design a
newest research done in course around. Dr.
evolution into the evolution Trimbach was researching
course(BIO 225) which will Phenomenological Psy-
be offered in the Spring of chology (study of other's
'91. individual experiences) in
Ifyou had been in the old hopes of offering an entire
country of England or trav- course devoted to the subject
eling in Europe you might next semester. Dr.
have crolBed paths with Dr4 Trimbach was. a180 con-
Michael Wright, instructor cemed with the normal six
of philosophy. Dr. Wright month sabbatical leave
studied moral philosophy which he feels is an insuffi-
and problems with the con· cient amount of time for in-
cept of self at Cambridge depth research.
University in Cambridge, Twenty-three-year vet-
England. He went to eran of the school, John W.
Cambridge as a visiting Stout, open division in-
student in the graduate pro- structor, dean of con-
gram. Wright also ex- tinuing education and dean
pressed that the new studies of social sciences, spent his
helped him attain a deeper time researching new
level of understanding of developments in city
some moral questions S d S OIl °
which will "spill over into' tu ent enate WI reqUIre
classes." Wright brought hI fIb
his family to Europe and mont y reports rom c U S
was pleased that his wife
and children had the cul-
Fe, NM to collect data and
plan the trip. He also
emphasized the importance
of the trip abroad in terms of
students getting "exposure
to other cultures."
Will Ayton, music area
coordinator, felt the sabbati-
cal helped him' "renew en-
ergy for teaching." Ayton
used his semester to .finish
the classroom portion of his
doctorate in music at the
University of Boston in
Boston, Mass. "It's gooe be-
ing a full time student
again, it helps me to be a
better teacher," Claimed
Ayton. He also expressed a
deeper appreciation for edu-
cation and claimed that he
will "demand more" from
his students now.
Dr. George Ficorilli, a
natural science instructor,
had a very specific purpose
in "updating the evolution
course." Dr. Ficorilli spent
time researching in local
"It's good becoming a full-time student
again, it helps me to be a better teacher0"
--Will Ayton, School of Fine Arts
By Franz Oehler,
Stall' Writer
By Heather Gould,
Starr Writer
Ever wonder where the
faculty go and what they do
on their sabbatical?
Possibly a' trip to central
Indiana for some late-night
cow-tipping or' a Buddhist
meditation ceremony in the
upper Himalayans. Maybe
an underwater expedition to
the Marina trench or
crawling into a dark stove
for weeks searching the
depths of the soul. Others
think that the faculty spend
their time cramped' up in a
dingy comer of a musty old
library.
The faculty that went on
sabbatical last semester did
some exotic traveling, but
all of them were involved
with in-depth research in
their field
Dr. Richard Potter,'
American studies instruc-
tor, spent the sabbatical re-
searching a new study
abroad course which will be
offered in the Spring of '91.
Dr. Potter spent time
researching the Southwest
and then traveled to Santa By Michele Baccarella
Contributing Editor
Starting next month, all
Senate clubs and
organizations will be
required to submit monthly,
oral or written reports to the
ector of auxilliary and The desire of the college is Senate regarding their
student activities, was to give an area that will activities.
hoping for. ''The college ~s promote integration, rather The motion made by
What was happening at a community was not than isolating commuters. student senator Tom Fear
Roger Williams while you satisfied with the The school hired the was passed at last Monday's
were enjoying your presentation before," contractor in coordi,(tation Student Senate meeting.
Summer break? -O'Connell said. with Barnes and Noble, "It's to let the Senate know
Returning students didn't An informal poll of the which runs the school's what the clubs are doing,"
have to ask that question for students, faculty, and bookstore. Part of the Fear said, adding th'at he
very long. Renovations in administration leads reason was that the made the suggestion after
the snack bar and the O'Connell to believe that the company agreed to pay for hearing a member of a club
bookstore were hard to miss college as a community is the renovations of the complain that a Senate-
for those familiar with the very pleased with the bookstore which left the funded club was not doing
renovations. college responsible only for anything. This contra-campus. I
The area was transformed The changes not only the cost of the snack bar dieted what Fear said
. h h b 'gh improved the look of RWC, renovations. The total cost another member of the sameto one WIt a muc n tel',
more open feeling. Students but will also give to the ,college was club had told him.
who both worked and commuters a more pleasant approximately $89,100. Clubs .and organizations
socialized in the old snack area to socialize together There are also other new will receive a letter
bar seemed pleased and and with residents. "We changes which are pro- sometime within the next
surprised with the changes. didn't want a separate area viding better services to the month clearly explaining
That is the type of reaction for commuters," O'Connell See Snack Bar, Page 12 what will be expected of
William O'Connell, dir- said. them, Fear said. Clubs that
....------------------------------------4 do not comDlv will have
/
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HE N.WAYS ASKS fol HOW
I AM.
~
NonnaRae
HE'S SO SENSITIVE.
~
relationships. Oct. 21
Weekly discussion groups
will be held on Mondays at Nov. 18
4:00 pm in The Meeting
Place. The movies will be Dec. 16
the topic of discussion
during the week they are Feb.l0
shown; all other meeting
topics will be selected by the
participants. Everyone is Mard110
welcome.
Dates and films to be
shown: April 14
Sept. 23
R. T· C· IMPRESSIONS
Al1nouncing:
We've c~anged our name to reflect
the &CoP~ of our services. FIRST
IMPRESSION RESUMES is now
Joyce Reynolds, Proprietor
Creating dynamic first impressions in
·R~sumes
• Complete resume service from development to
laser printing. Cover letters. Follow-up letters.
Typing
• Word processing and typing for your business
and. personal needs: letters, applications, term
papers, reports, SF 171 forms.
Career marketing
.• Strategies in career marketing, interviewing,
mailing campaigns.
346 Wood Street, Bristol, Rhode Island
(401) 253-8970
Women's Center announces film series
The Roger Williams
College Women's Center
has scheduled a series of
films to be shown once a
.month during the academic
year 1990-1991. Films are
free and will be shown on
Sundays at 1:30 pm in That
Place; doors open at 1:00
pm. The movies selected
portray women as powerful
people in their own right in
a variety of settings,
occupations and roles.
Other movies focus on
personal development and
Ambassadors
Serve President
President Sicuro's idea to
create a student ambassador
program has become a
. reality. A group of 10
students now work with the
president at functions like
the Philharmonic concert
last spring, at graduation
and other functions to help
make sure that everything
runs smoothly. .
According to Lee Ellen
O'Shea, co-president of the
ambassador program with
Dave Geata (both seniors),
the group will be giving
tours on weekends to
prospective students and
. special tours for the
president. In order to fill
spaces when members come
and go, the dean of each
school will be asked to
nominate students.
the officers told the four
Roger Williams College
students who rent the
house that they are
responsible for what
happens there. Their
names will be put on a list
kept by police, and the next
time there's a complaint
they will be charged,
Patrolman Defusco told
them.
Samaritans seek volunteers
The Samaritans, Rhode will be held at The
Island's suicide prevention. Samaritan center. The
center, is looking for sessions have seven, three
volunteers who are caring, hour classes covering
non-judgmental listeners to befriending, depression,
answer the 24 hour crisis grief and loss,
line in the center's office at confidentiality and other
2 Magee Street, Providence. issues involving suicide
A new training session for prevention. Volunteers can
crisis line. volunteers is call 272-4516 to arrange for
scheduled to begin Sept. 25. an interview. .
Evening training classes
Soccer, From Page 7 scored three goals in the
Street's second shutout of the first half, as they went on to
young season. a 4-1 victory. Carroll
The Hawks suffered a . kicked in RWC's only goal,
setback against Nichols on a pass from Hynes and
College on Sept. 17. Nichol Rogers.
1PCO)Riice JReJP (Q) Jf1l:
Monday, September3
A large party was reported
in tbe~area of Allen Drive
at 10:42 p.m. Patrolman
Robert Defusco said he
found 10 to 15 cars, most
with out-of-state plates, in
the road and a lot of people
in the road trying to get
into the cars and leave.
Residents told the officers
where the party was and
..J.:;:,:. -.;J- ~_
College Women Like "A Combo
'Baby-.Faced' & 'Rugged- Men
(CPS)-'n a compiliation of answers fiom women at Elmherst
COllege in lIinOis and at the universities of, Georgia and
[ouisVile, three sociologists told an AmeriCan PsycholOQic..
Association conference Aug. 13 that campus females think
.f!l»: 'who look -rugged but also cuddly" are the most
.rable. $ •
. '-The most attractive male face was intermediate rather then
extre,:"ely mature or baby-faced," said sociologists Michael
CUnnlflgham a~ Anita Barbee of the'University of louiSviIJe.
arJd Carolyn Pike of North Carolina State University inqi
~!Jml1'!arY"of recent;,research into what 'kind 'of men college
women ike. .' . . "
.In the studies, women associated features like round faces
thm eyebrows, large eyes and thin noses with "babylshness.~
They associated features like angular faces, large smiles and
visible beard stubble with "!"8turity." .
High School Dropout RaJe
Exaggerated'
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To find ~ut Blore about ~hat you
can gain by getting. involved
with The Me~senger, call·
extension 2229, today!! .
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News
Marc Gould, dean of
science and mathematics
orientation. Uur stUdents
have an understanding of
the world around them and
will 'provide the capable
leadership needed in the
future."
John Stout. dean of
continuing education and
social sciences
Bob Blackburn, dean of
humanities
utilize the latest inno-
vations in technological
knowledge; equipment and
theory. Their curricuhim
includes a strong liberal
arts component, a strong
math and science base for
engineering and technical
courses, and an emphasis
on a stro_ng design
Photos by Erica Lariviere
class of 1970. Now dean of
the school of engineering
Knight came to RWC as ~
faculty member in the
engineer technology pro-
gram.
Knight gained much
administrative experience
acting as vice-president at
New England College, but'
returned to Rhode Island
because of his commitment
to the school as well as for
personal reasons.
"RWC provides an
exciting educational oppor-
tunity for students in the
school' of engineering to
embrace, investigate, and
William Knight, dean 0
engineering
received its initial
accreditation only five
years ago, our success has
been rapid. Our consider-
able accomplishments are
. the result of our best
collective efforts involving
dedicated efforts of the
faculty and the students. I
am happy to have done my
part, "
William Knight was a
former student here at
RWC, graduating from the
- - -
advocate for the students
and faculty and to hopefully
motivate those around me to
a higher level of
achievment- and that comes
from the heart."
Dean of Architecture, Raj
Saksena, brought his ex-
pertise to RWC in 1983.
During this time he has
seen fantasies come to"
realities with the completion
of the architecture building.
He helped,set up a selection
system for the architecture
department in 1983, and
also made RWC the first
new architecture program to
be accredited in the U.S.A.
Raj Saksena, dean 0
architecture
in five years. His role of
raising funds, evaluating
. faculty, scheduling, recruit-
ing and budgeting in the
administration has been
outstanding.
After much contemplation"
Saksena had this to say ,
about the architecture
school: "For a young"
architecture school whichAnthony Iannucelli, .dean
of business
Deans. From Page 1
, -
place for teaching and
learning. The caliber of our
students has increased
tremendously," he said. ,
Anthony V. lannucelli is
the dean of the school of
business. With his 20 years
experi'ence here at the
school, he hopes to enhance'
the reputation of the school of
business and make his
students feel better about
themselves.
Dean lannucelli agrees
that being a good teacher is
the most satisfying and
fulfilling goal on campus.
For ,Dean lannucelli, the
biggest thrill comes at the
end of the year when he gets
to proudly shake the hands
of the business majors on
graduation day.
Ianucelli outlined his job
responsibilities, "I think
that my. job is to provide
organizational leadership;
to represent and to be an
Dunfey, From Page 2
. Topf expressed
similar sentiment about
Dunfey and his accomplish-
ments' as director of ad-
missions at RWC. How-
Parldng;From Page 3 .
commuter), therefore, cre-
. ating a new kind of
mailing strategy."
President Sicuro's Plan
ever he sees this situation as
one which fits the quote, "No
good deed goes un-
punished."
for the 90's will change the
parking facility. "There
may be a new transition for
parking on campus," Shaw
sa~d.
Open Monday-Saturday ® BE HERE NOW'.
10-6 (Friday til 9) Sunday 12-5 £.
·BOOKSTORE
10 State Street Bristol 253-4099
A quiet place to visit & browse (by Bristol Harbor)
Special orders don't upset us!
Tarot with Cris
Sa1'& Sun 1-5pm
call 253-4099 for appt~
Snack Bar, From Page 9
students. An automated
.teller machine was
installed in. the lobby of the
Student Union. The back of
Senate, From Page 9
The Parking Appeals
Board is currently
reorganizing. Students who
want their appeals from last
semester heard are
encQuraged to contact the
Senate office for more
information. Notices about
meetings will be going out to
the college community via
the electronic bulletin
bO)lrd.
'The Christian Fellowship
reported that it raised $62 at
its first fundraiser.
Robert Rondeau,
chairman of the Roger
the Union was also
improved to give its
basement a much more
connected look.
Williams College
Community Advisory
Board, congratulated the
Senate on the part it played
in helping to establish the
Volunteer Center.
Rondeau also welcomed
suggestions from the
senators as to what the town
can do for the students. He
urged them to send any
suggestions to him.
Rondeau also said that the
town of Bristol would look
forward to seeing the,
students help out thro~gh
volunteering around
Bristol.
• New & Used Books
psychology.& philosophy
world religIOns
• Books & TaRes on
Relaxation & Meditation(stress reduction)
• Books &Tanes on
Addiction & Recovery
• 200 Video Rentals
New Age Consciousness
Growtli, Self Help
• Crystals & Jewelry
• Programs ~n Fridays
• Unique Greeting Cards
• Unusual Magazines
- ---- -~~---~~---~
---Dean's List---
The following names were
obtained from' the Vice
President of Academic
Affairs office. If you were
named to the dean's list·but
do not see your name here
please check with Vice
President Forbes' secretary
and let us know. Any
names that did not appear in
this issue will appear in the
next.
Congratulations to all the
day and evening students
who were named to the
dean's list for the spring
semester of 1990.
Abany, Lisa
Adolf, Jason
Agresti, Micheal
Aimes, Mark
Akin, Stacy
Allard, Leo
Allock, Steven
Almon, Kathleen
Alpert, Isaac
Amara, Philip
Anderson, Melissa
Andrade, Susan
Andrews, Kary
Andrews, Paul
Arndt, Steven
Arnold, Sandy
Aron, Cori Reine
Arruda, Helia
Ayoub, Lisa
Bacon, Lawrence
Bailey, Janet
Bakare, Shakiru
Baker, Wendy
Baldwin, William
Ball, Stuart
Ballard, Marcia
Ballard, VauQhn Paul
Barker, Marne
Barrett,Charlene
Barthelman, Timothy
Beale, Charles
Beaulieu, Donna
Beauregard. Richa
Bessette, Jacqueline
BilUngs, Claudia
Bisshopp, Patricia
Blackburn, Karen
Bocynesky, Kimberly
Boege, Kurt .
Bonini, James Jr.
Bordiuk, Christopher
Borges, Allyson
Bostic,Glenn
Bolye, Alan
Bradney, Terry
Brady, Tania
Bramwell, Debra
Brennan, Phyllis
Broderick, Karen
Brown, Robert, Jr
Brown, Steven
Browne, Mary-Lou
Buffi,Kevin
Burroughs, John
Burrows, Heather
Butler, Wiltiam Lyle
Byrne, James
Cabral, Susan
Cagnetta,Robert
Caissie, Andrea
Campanile, Christine
. Campisi, Gina
Carlo, Christopher
Cartotti, Judith
Caron, Bernadette
Carpenter, Diane
Carreiro, Amy
Carter, Bryan
Cataldo, Ronald
Cawley, Robin
Celona, Raymond
Chamberland, Gary
Charnley, Patrice
Chartrand, Robert
Chaves, David
Cheetham, Jill
Chirtell, Priscilla
Choman, Deborah
Cicchino, Susan
CirelH, Marie Anne
Clark, Arthur
Clarkson, John
Connell, Jacqueline
Connolly, James
Conover, Jacquelyn
Conte, Denise
Cook, Sara
Cooper, Lyle
Cooper, Maurice
Cordeiro, Jose
Costa, Joseph
Costa, Laurie
Costa, Rebecca
Costanza, Wendy
Couto, Kristine
Craig, Daniel
Craine, Donal
Cronin, Joseph
Crowley. Christine
CUddemi, Michael
Curley, Christina
Curran, Maureen
Cushman, Carol
Dacosta, Tracy
Dacosta, Vietor
Dayley, Kerry
Dantuono, Joseph
Daqui13, Tammy
Day, Mary
Dean, James
Delsanto, William '
Dericco, Richard
Desalvo, Beth
Dicarlo, Lisa
Diener, Jeff
Dimaio, Anne
Dimillio, Christine
Dimuccio, Lora
Doherty,.Alicia
Dolan, Hollis
Donovan, Sean
Drawbridge, Clifford
Drury, Todd
Duffy, Elizabeth
Dunn, Kathleen
Dupont, Cynthia
Dwyer, Christine
Dyjak, Joseph
Elliott, Timothy
Entwhistle, Timothy
Erickson, Christine
Fallon, Kim
FamigHetti, Daniel
Farinick, Christine
Fava, Darren
Federicic, Patricia
Feldman, Erik
Ferreira, Maria
Ferreira, Richard
Ferri, Christine
Ficorilli, Amy
Fischer, Morgan
Fisk, Pamela
Fitzgerald, Mark
Fournier, Joan .
Francis, A. Ward Jr
Fried Krup, Kristin
Fugere, Justine
Fuller, Elizabeth
Gaeta, Dave
Galusha, Michael
Gamon, Valerie
Garrity, Michael
Garrity, Nicole
Gasbarro, Laurie
Gasper, Suzanne
Gaye, Samuel
Gempp, Eric
Gertin, Joanne
Giarrusso, Carmine III
Gilbert, John
GilHgan, Ian
Godbout, Aimee
Gordon, Mary Beth
Gordon, Thomas
Gorgens, Kim
Gorton, Joshua
Gould. Heather
Gover; Jill
Gradley, Maureen
Gregoire, Denise
Grevior, Jason
Grimshaw, Cheryl
Grubb, Rachel
Hadfield, Eileen
Hall, David
Hamel, David
Hamilton, Lois
Hanlon, George III
Hanson, Glenn
Harrington, Russell
Hart, David Bernard
Hart, Sarah
Hartstone, Andrew
Hayes, Kenneth
Healy, Mark
Hebert, Nancy
Hendrickson, Kristin
Hennebury, Paula
Herter, Mark
Higginbottom, JacqueI
Hochman, Daniel
Hodson, Sharon
Hoffman, Kiersten
Horner, Mark
Humphreys, Celia
Imbriglio, David
Ims, Jerry
Ingalsbe, Michael
James, Katherine
Jenkins, Jackie
Johannis, Donna
Jones, Ian
Kane, Doreen
Kane, PhiUp
Katsapetses, Krista
Keams, Christine
Kelchner, Susan
Kelly, Doreen
Kelly, Julia
Kennedy. Deborah
See Dean's List, Page 14
R<x;ER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
THE PENNY ARCADE
BIG SCREEN FILM FESTIVAL
Fall 1990
Thursday, Sept.6: DiE VIKINGS
Thursday, Sept. 13: EXCAUBUR
.Thursday, Sept. 20: THE BIBLE
Thursday, Sept.27: SPARrACUS
Thursday, Oct. 4: STAND AND DEUVER*
Thursday, Oct. 11: DR~ FAUsruS
. Thursday, Oct. 18: CAMELOT
Thursday, Oct. 25: A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS -
Thursday,Nov.l: MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS
Thursday, Nov. 8: CROMWEU,
Thursday,Nov.lS: TAMING OF THE SHREW
Thursday, Nov. 29: TOM JONES
Thursday, Dec. 6: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
ADMISSION: FREE!
DOORS OPEN AT 6:30PM
SHOWI1ME AT 7:00PM
,
*(Stand & Deliver doors at 6pm & showtime at 6:30pm)
IN LARGE LECfURE HALL
(LH 129) CLASSROOM BUILDING
Roger Williams College, Bristol, RI 02809
, Sponsored by The English Faculty
In coopera·tion with the Student Activities Department
For more information, call (401)253-1040 ext. 2076
.Pale, lA, Septem~r.~~, 1m, TJI~ ~~enger
Roberts, Tracey
Robinson, Elizabeth
Robinson, Scott
Rodin, Walter Jr
Rosa, Rebecca
Roux, Denis
Ruddick, Samuel
Ryan, Gregory
Ryan, Peter
Ryan,Robert
Savastano, Kim
Sayre, Maura
Schimansky, Stephen
Schraer, Mark
Schroth, Ann
Sczuroski, Charles Jr
Shea, Heather
Shileikis, Paul
Shippee, Jack
Siebert, Mara
Sinapi, Frank
Singer, Kimberly
Skeels, Heather
Smith Mutter, Joanne
Smith, Steven
Snow, Thomas
Soto, Louis
Spaziano, Marianne
Stack, Richard
Stattel, James
Stewart, Charles III
Style, Samantha
Sullivan, Dennis
Sullivan, John
Sutherland, Brian
Sweeney, Shawn
Sylvia, Jane
Symonds. Janet
Synowiec, Mark
Taubman, Mathew
See Dean's List. Page 15
Ouellette, Jennifer
Palmer, Gregory
Pasquazzi, David
Pare, Dianne
Parker, Thomas
Paroline, Barbara
Parrott,David
Pechulis, Christopher
Pekera, Tanya
Penacho, Pamela
Pereira, Judith
Pereira, Margaret
Perron, Donald
Perrotti, Lewis Jr
Perry, David
Perryman, Pamela
Phifer, Monica
Pierce, Fredrick
Pietrini, Nicole
Pinto, EUzabeth '
Poirier, Theresa
Pollock, David
Pozzi, John Jr
Premo, Elizabeth
Purvis, Pamela
Quinn, Micheal
Raber, Kurt
Ramos, Deborah
, Randall, Alissa
Rebello, Joseph
Redding, Michael
Redmond, LesHe
Rego, John
Reilly, Joseph
Reineke, Carol
Reinhardt, Michael
Richardson, Andrew
Roberts, Denise
, Miller, Cheryl Lynn •
Miller, Ian
Miraglia, Stephen
Moceri, Grace
Molloy, Lori-Ann
MoMg, Maryann
Monarca, Julia
Montalbano, Andrea
Moran, Ellen
MUllen, Steven
Muligan, Thomas
Mulvaney, Carol
Murdock, Jenrifer
Murphy, Cardine
Murphy, Caroline
Murphy, Charles
Mussig, Kathleen
Napoli, Donna
Nardone, Charles Jr
Narvesen, Randi
Nason, Vicki
Navarro, Diana
Neuschatz, Jeffrey
Nievera, Edward
Nilsson, Johanna
Nolan, James
Noren, Elaine
Norquist, John
Norris, Robert
O'Beirne, Robert
O'Mara. Kerion
Oliveira, Claudette
Olsen, Kenneth
Oneill, Phyllis
Openshaw, Tammy
Orser, Sharon
Osborne, Robert
Oshea, Lee Ellen
Logan, Jennifer
Lonergan, Corey
Loghlin, Lori
Luther, Ruth
Macaulay, Janette
Maddalena, Craig
Madioan, David
Mah, Tina
Maiato, Edmund
Malewicki, Debra
Maloon, RobY.n
Malouf, Jennifer
Manna, Gaetano
Manzotti, 'John
Marino, Paul
Marshall, Thomas
Marsland, James
Marston, Daniel
Matano, Maryann
Matera, Joseph
Mattes, MeHssa
Mautte, Jennifer
Mawhinney, Eric
McCaw, Kimberly
McCorkle, Loren
McCrady, Jeff
McDonald, Patrick
McElroy, William
Mc~nerney, Thomas
. McLennan, Marianne
McLoughlin, Dawn
McPoland, Karen
Medeiros, Ann Marie
Mederos, Diane
Mello, David
Mello, Robert
Merrill, Amy
Midwood, Robert
---Dean's List----
Dean's List. From Page 13
Kent. Eric '
Kent. Gordon
Kenworthy. Hugh
Kessler, Rhonda
Killough, SCott
King, Kathi
Kircllner. Kristie
Kracunas, Christine
Kriner. Lavenia
Krue, Brian
Kushin, Patricia
Kut, Bruce .
Laberge, Charlene
Labonte, Joseph
Labrecque, Roxanne
Laccom, Mary
Lafond, David
Lambert, Sharon
Landry, Ronald
Langlois, Barbara
Langlois, Renald
Lapatin, David
Laplace, Jonathan
Laroche, Robert Jr
Lataille, Danielle
Lavieri, Jonathan
Lee, Wilmot III
Lennon, Ronald
Lepre, Robert
Leroux, Michael
Lessard, Eugene Jr
Levine, Ellen
Levine, Heather
Levitt, Alfred
Levitt, Gabriel
Lheureux, Marc
Uguori, James
Lloyd, Ann Marie
HILLEL CLASSIFIED
Best Fundraiser on
Campus ~~
Looking for a fraternity.
sorority or student
;organization that would like to
make $5.00 to $1000 for a one
week oo-carnpus marketing
project. Must be organized and
hardworking. call Jennifer or
Kevin 1·100-592·2121.
Travel Flash on Campus
IN THE MEETING PLACE
IN RES. HALL 1
Sale~ representative
wanted- outgoing, aggres-
sive, self-motivated indi-
viduals or groups to market
winter and spring trips on
campus. For more infor-
mation, contact Student
Travel Services 1-800-648-
4849.
LET'S DO LUNCH
Campus Representative
Needed
Earn tree trip and big com-
missions by selling vaca-
tion packages to Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau/Paradise
Island, Bahamas, Jamaica.
For more information call
toll free in or outside Con-
necticutat 1-800-283-8767.
Typing-Laser Quality ,
HILLEL IS A NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
JEWISH STUDENTS' ORGANIZATION
Tenn papers, resumes, pres-
entations, letters. Reason-
able rates, fast service", shon
hand via telephone, deliv-
ery available. Terri 401-
254-0431.
_____________________....:..~:;.oo::;:::_.,:::::;::_..~~::=:::::::::::;::::::::==:::=::....'1 " ;~~"';<~~~te~~i ':15~S IYfO kth~;·Nt~en~r'\Page IS\'be handling'Bush, how'would you~ ,....the' Middle-, East?If you -were Presiden'!the crisis· in-ByGr-etchen-ReillY,-Starr-Writer----y'ou-Said-It-------~Photos by Heather Gould Corner: A successful student group.* Alcohol AwarenessWeek- CARE PlanCommittee celebrateshealthy lifestyles andresponsible use of alcoholwith events, freebies andfun. Coming October 15.* Health Advocates-Students teaching abouthealth issues.* Weight Watche:-s Groupforming on campus.Diana Navardo'Sophomore~entral Falls, RI"I think that PresidentBush should have looked atother choices before he sentall the troops. He movedtoo quickly."Dean's List. From Page 14Tessier, DebraSome comments from Thayer. Sarastudents about the show: Tiedemann, CraigTlghe,Robert*"She dared to do something Tomellini. Mariodifferent." Tondreau. Alfred*"It was awesome...She Touchette, Gerald .Toughey, Daviddidn't accuse us· of being Tourtellotte, Pamelahomophobic, judgmental Vadnais, Doreenand uninformed about Valentime. Usa~DS. I learned ways to ~:et,:~Thor'talk to people about sex Vincente. Paulinewithout feeling so. Vieira, Marteneembarrassed or stupid. Viera. SusanThumbs up!" Vye. Stephen."1 didn't. \now a condom Wagner, DebraWalsh, Kevincould stretch that much." Ward, Pamelia·'Tm gonna get my friends Wargo. Adrianat other schools to come next Warner, Julietime- they need it." Waskiewicz. ConnieWaugh. MargaretWeber, LauneWeida, RichardWelch. TerriWestbrook. Kimberly- White. JeanWilbraham. TracyWilcott. TanwnyWilks. RobertWohlert, ErikWright, Donald LeoZika; DebraZuccarello, Usathat 1 in 500 college studentsis infected with the AIDSvirus, and· that sexuallytransmitted diseases areepidemic in young adults.So, Suzi showed them howcommunication, honestyand trust are the basis ofsafe sex and good sex.Talking with your partnerabout sexual diseases.condoms and "privateparts" can only lead to bettersexual relationships, sheexclaimed..Darren FavaJuniorCromwell, Ct."On the homefiont I'dbe looking for' new energysources so we don't get inthis situation again. InSaudi Arabia I'd wait andsee what their first move isand try to work with amultinational force."RWC Class of '94 GetsHot, Sexy and SaferOn the last night offreshman Orientation, theclass of '94 got more than COMING SOON...they bargained for- a sexual * Stress 101- Stressexperience with Suzi management sessions onLandolphi, a nationally- campus to help you learn toknown health educator and relax. Open to al1.comedienne. Theylaughed, blushed' and * Smoking Cessationcheered as Suzi gave a more Clinic- Quit smokinguseful definition of Safe program returns to campusSex. The freshmen knew after last Spring'scancer. Like the sun,tanning lamps give off twotypes of radiation- UVA andUVB. The UVA rays maynot create painful sunburn,but they do penetrate thedeepest skin layers topromote prematurewrinkles, skin cancer andcataracts in the eyes.Remember that sunlampexposure adds to the totalamount of UV radiation youget from. the sun duringyour lifetime, increasingyour chances of skincancer. And certainm e die a t ion s l·i k eantibiotics, birth controlpills and antihistaminesmay cause an allergicreaction when you tanindoors or out.It's best not to'tan, but ifyouuiust: wear the goggles atthe tanning salon, limit theexposure according to skintype, and moisturize skinregularlyReport From Health ServicesBritton ShinnFreshmanSea Girt; NJ;'1 would wait fordefinite commitments fromother countries becausewe're not the only countryinvolved."Jane Gladue, R.N.C.Mary Parella, SecretarySally Linowski, M.S.P.H.,Health EducatorBuyers Beware:"Natural" 'FoodsDid you know that thewords "natural" or "allnatural" on a food labelusually mean very little?There is no legal definitionfor a natural product, so thatwhat you are buying mayactually be highly processedfood with large amounts offat, preservatives andartificial flavorings. Onlywhen applied to meat orpoultry does .:'natural" havea strict -definition by theFDA: natural meat must beonly minimally processedand free of artificialingredients. So, rememberto look at the ingredientscarefully, and don't assumea "natural" food or drinkproduct is a healthy choice..Tanning Beds- TheDarker SideYour summer tan isfading fast, and you'retempted to save that goldenbrown color by visiting alocal tanning· salon.Recent advertising claimsthat indoor tanning is saferthan past years simply arenot true. Any tan caused byexposure to ultraviolet light,whetheT indoors or out,damages the skin andincreases the risk of skinAmy CobralFreshmanBrewster, Ma"Basically I don't thinkone man should hold suchpower to make those kinds, of decisions."WEDNESDAY GYNCLINIC 6:00-10:00 p.m.FRIDAY8:30-4:00 p.m.Health Services reportfunded by Health Servicesand the M.a:rch ofDimesRwe Health ServiceOffers TheFollowing:*treatment for minorillness or injury*laboratory test*gJn1ecologjcal care*birth control services'FREE CONDOMS*pregnancy testing*allergy injections*physician services*limited medications*screening and treatmentfor sexually transmitteddiseaseALL SERVICES ARECONFIDENTIALFREE OR VERY LOWCOSTFRIENDLYHOURS OF OPERATION:MONDAY-THURSDAY8:3i6:00 p.m. 'STAFF:Lois Schulyer, R.N., B.S.,DirectorMalcolm Mackenzie, M.D.Lynne Costa, R.N., B.SVirgjnia Gerard, R.N.,B.S.Sharon Garver, R.N.C.Anne Andrade, R.N.C.Nancy Baker, R.N.C.Peter DalyFreshmanCape May, NJ"I'd get the whole worldto get behind them insteadof just us. You can't go in,kill hostages and loseAmerican lives"
",
. I
. ,
- Page 16 September 2S, 1990'The Messenger
Presents:
Sherman· Morss, Jr.:
.
The Restoration of the Ellis Island·
National Monument and Museum.
Sherman Morss, a principal at the NOTTER'FINEGOLD &ALEX
-DER INC. architectural firm, has been the architect for merous
projects involving the renovation of historic buildings. His lecture
will impart a personal and design-oriented perspective on the res-
toration project of the immigration center at Ellis Island.
Wednesday, September 26th
Student Center
. Begins at 8:30 .
Direct any questions to Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary
Services and Student Activities 253-1040,ext. 2153
